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Rainbow lap quilt 

Supplies: 

2 yards total of rainbow fabric or 

8 long quarter yards of eight different fabrics; yellow, orange/yellow, orange, red, magenta, 

purple, blue, green. 

3 ½  yards of white fabric 

Batting 

Rainbow variegated cotton quilting thread 

Ceramic white marking pencil 

Blue washable marking pencil 

White paper and clear packing tape 

Making the quilt: 

1. Cut the rainbow fabric into 5” wide strips across the grain of the fabric. You should be able to get 

eight strips of different colors. 

2. Cut the 5” strips into 5” squares , six squares for each strip with a total of 12 squares for each of 

the eight colors. 

3. Arrange the colors in the order of the rainbow starting with yellow working through to green. 

Refer to a color wheel if need be. 

4. Arrange the squares on point with yellow at the top and green at the bottom. Line the colors up  

so there are spaces for the secondary row. Refer to the chart. 

5. For the second row under the first row of yellow start with purple, yellow’s opposite on the color 

wheel, and work through the colors a second time. Refer to chart. 

6. For the outside setting squares cut six rows from the white fabric that are 6” wide. Cut each strip 

into 6” squares.  You will need a total of 36 outside setting squares. 

7. Lay out all the squares on a floor of table. Sew the rows in standard connecting pairs.  

8. Once the whole quilt top is sewn together, press all the seams so that they lay flat. This is 

important when it comes time to stitch in the ditch. 

Marking your quilt top: 

9. Draw a 4.5” square out on a piece of paper. 



10. Use a compass to draw an arch from corner to corner.  Reverse the compass and draw a second 

arch. This elliptical shape is your “template” for quilting. 

11. Use clear packing tape to cover the front and the back of your paper square.  

12. Cut out the elliptical shape with your rotary cutter. 

13. Use this shape to mark each quilt block, alternating the shape’s direction for each row. This will 

create two designs on your quilt, interlocking circles and flowers. Use this shape to mark the 

border as well. 

Baste your quilt together with batting and backing fabric. 

Using a walking foot on your sewing machine and a rainbow quilting thread, first straight stitch, stitch 

in the ditch down every row of this quilt. 

Now sew the curved line created with the elliptical shape. Start at the top of each shape and sew to 

the bottom. 

You can go back into each leaf shape created after sewing the curved lines and stipple each leaf to 

create another dimension on the quilt. 

Once you have quilted your quilt, square it up and add a binding. 

Enjoy your Rainbow sofa quilt. 
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